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Introduction
• KISTI has been collecting technical reports from national
research and development projects through National Science &
Technology Information System (NTIS) and servicing them
through a portal system called the National Discovery for
Science Leaders (NDSL).
• NDSL contains about 170,000 titles of national R&D technical
reports as of March 2013.
• In 2009, KISTI implemented an OpenAPI called NDSL Open
Service (NOS) to increase sharing of the national R&D research
results among users in major portals, institutes, and universities
in Korea.
• NOS is an open platform. NOS participants can access, connect,
and use the technical reports from their website directly using
OpenAPI instead of having to use the NDSL platform. Usage of
technical reports has increased dramatically since the
implementation of NOS.
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Goal
• This study analyzes the effect of NOS on
the usage of national R&D technical
reports by examining the changes in the
amount of usage and the number of
participating organizations in NOS.
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Method/Process
• Configuration of NOS was introduced for its design
and system.
• Data exchange protocols among types of
resources and their NOS usage were compared.
• The numbers of universities, institutes, and portals
participating in NOS and the technical report usage
through NOS was examined from 2009 to 2012.
• The usage statistics were obtained from the NOS
usage monitoring system.
• The amount of usage between NDSL and NOS for
technical report was compared.
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NOS Protocols & Usages
Comparison between stOAI and OpenAPI
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Results
Participating institutes
• The numbers of
participating organizations
in NOS increased 191%
from 23 in 2009 to 67 in
2012.
• The participants include
universities, research
institutes, and major portals
such as Seoul National
University, Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and
Technology, NAVER,
Samsung Electronics, etc.

NOS organizations (2009-2012)
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Amount of Usage for TR: NOS
& NDSL
• The technical report (TR) usage through NOS in terms of
full-text download has increased.
• The full-text download through NOS has increased by
83.3% since its implementation compared to the previous
usage by NDSL portal alone.
511,942

TR full-text downloads (2009-2012)
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Utilizations by Organizations
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Conclusion
• National R&D technical reports produced by Korean
Government funds are being shared among users through
various portals, universities, research institutes, and
companies through NOS.
• The usage of technical reports has increased dramatically
since NOS implementation in 2009 and more than 45% of
the total TR usages were made through NOS in 2012.
• As an open platform, NOS has contributed to distributing
grey literature and populating repositories in Korea.
• Through NOS, the Korean R&D research results as
national knowledge asset can be utilized by a vast
number of users for creating new studies and avoiding
duplication of research.
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Effects of NOS are
• improving R&D capabilities by provision of the latest,
qualified STI and value-added services
• promoting distribution of R&D results among organizations
such as academia, research institutions, etc.
• budget savings for DB construction and system
development, and their management for participating
organizations
• providing new mash-up services that are needed for users
• commercialization by participating organizations
• building an ST knowledge ecosystem through creative ideas

Thank you
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